








[1918-07-16 #6; letter from Minerva Crowell to sister Mildred in East Dennis; censored 
letter postmarked 16 July; written on envelope in pencil “#6”:] 

Dear G[--]s    The girls with personality – (meaning me & 7 or 8 others) are 
to be taken for occupational r[---]s while our own equipment is delayed.   
How I wish Rea were here for this heavy entertainment job which appears so 
much needed.   All but five of us are now on duty so they begin to call me 
I.W.W.   I think the reason I am among the cast is because she sees I fit in 
so well in the heavy looking on & have a pleasant time without worrying her 
much.   I took Anne to town this morning both ways in the ambulance – In 
fact he waited for us.   This P.M. I am going to find the ruins of the Chateau 
of the Black Prince.   Several places are called that but a guard told me the 
real one yesterday.   I was reading & sleeping in the grove of an abandoned 
chateau.   The Paths all center at a mound which once held a sun dial.   On 
the back lawn is still a rusty fountain [next page]   I hear you are to 
celebrate July 14.   There are big preparations downtown    Never take 
seriously the plans about my work as they change always.   Our Xmas boxes 
should have crackers & jam as we get chocolate.   Saw Mrs Castle at French 
movie.   Try tapioca to thin jam or jam to flavor tapioca.   Today at the grove 
the caretaker asked us to get him tobacco & when we delivered it they let us 
walk thro the court yard & all around the house & grounds.   We also met 
some orphans gathering firewood.   They sang to us & later returned with 
others [----] [---] dog so we had a limited conversation.   Their hair was in 
curl papers for the Fete (today).   I have been doing patients for a girl who is 
ill.   To night I will know whether to make a packing box bureau & get a bed 
cover & curtain or whether to pack up & go.   Think of no window screens.   
Keep on writing to 114 & I shall get them altogether, or try having Edwin 
mail one as I got Marian’s.   Did I tell you about going to watch the French 
children play in the park.   Two of us are late to supper & got a fine omelette 
down at the corner.   The cook was an old French soldier.  [over page]   The 
soldiers we treat are volunteers but later we shall be getting the drafted 
men. 
              Love, Min. 
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